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Company Profile 
Cincinnati Bell Inc. (NYSE: CBB) delivers integrated 
communications solutions to residential and business customers 
over its fiber-optic and copper networks including high-speed 
internet, video, voice and data. Cincinnati Bell provides service in 
areas of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and Hawaii. In addition, 
enterprise customers across the United States and Canada rely 
on CBTS and OnX, wholly-owned subsidiaries, for efficient, 
scalable office communications systems and end-to-end IT 
solutions. 

Successful Business Transformation  
Cincinnati Bell has built two distinct, complementary lines of 
business with expanded geographic reach, customer 
diversification and increased runway for growth. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why Invest in Cincinnati Bell 

 A diversified platform for growth and sustainable FCF 

 Well-positioned to capitalize on significant market 
opportunities 

 Fiber investments differentiate CBB from RLEC peers 

 Expanded IT solutions portfolio and geographic scale 

driving higher margin, recurring IT services revenue   

 Disciplined capital allocation strategy focused on 

investing in the business while managing leverage  

 Proven track record of value creation through sale of 

wireless and CyrusOne assets 

LTM Revenue by Segment as of 3Q 2019  
Total Revenue  
($ in millions) 
  

 

LTM Financial Performance as of 3Q19  

Total Revenue  
($ in millions)  
 

 

 

 

 

Adjusted EBITDA1  
($ in millions)  

 

 

 

 

 

2019 Outlook  
Revenue: $1,515M – $1,575M 

Adjusted EBITDA: $400M – $410M 

Guidance assumptions: 

- Hawaiian Telcom expected to grow 5% - 10% y/y 

- Conservative estimate of $15M to $20M y/y decline 
in Adjusted EBITDA due to insourcing initiatives 
from one of our largest customers 
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IT Services & Hardware Intersegment
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E&C: Strategic Overview 

Cincinnati Bell’s and Hawaiian Telcom’s distinctive brands and 
superior fiber dense assets provide each the means to capture 
current market share and future value from data-intensive 
bandwidth standards. 

• Strong demand for our fiber suite of products   

 

• The more fiber, the greater the market 
penetration 

• Combined network business with over 17K fiber 
route miles and continued investment in fiber  

• Growth driven by IoT and 5G infrastructure 
spend 

 

IT Services & Hardware: Strategic Overview 

The acquisition of OnX in 2017 created a hybrid IT solutions 
provider well-positioned to capitalize on significant market 
opportunities presented by Unified Communications, Cloud, 
Security, and Infrastructure needs. 

• OnX acquisition enhanced scale, a broader 
geographic footprint and an expanded portfolio 
of complementary IT offerings 

• IT services business, combined with our 
network, provides a platform for cloud 
migration services  

• Enhanced scale and expanded portfolio of 
complementary IT offerings to win larger, 
multi-faceted deals 

• $215B expected to be spent globally on cloud 
services in 2019  

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Consumer/SMB
Fiber

44%

Enterprise Fiber

12%

Legacy

44%

90% of the 1,000 wireless 
backhaul cell sites in Greater 
Cincinnati are supported by 
Cincinnati Bell fiber 

60% Fiber-to-the-premise deployed to 
482,000 homes and businesses in Greater 
Cincinnati 

 

Our Fiber Network  

80% of the 
1,100 wireless 
backhaul cell sites 
in Hawaii are 
supported by 
Hawaiian Telcom 
fiber 
50% 
Consumer/SMB 
fiber coverage 
throughout Hawaii 

 

Our Strategic IT Solutions 

$571M 
LTM Revenue  
as of 3Q 2019  

2,400+ 
Clients 

2,800+ 
Technology 
Certifications 

1,500+ 
IT Professionals 

LTM Revenue Composition as of 3Q 2019 LTM Revenue Composition as of 3Q 2019 

Consulting

27%

Cloud

17%Communications

34%

Infrastructure 
Solutions

22%



 

 

Capital Structure as of 3Q 2019 

Cincinnati Bell’s current capital structure and ability to generate positive free cash flow provides the appropriate flexibility to execute the 
Company’s long-term growth strategy.  

Financial Leverage           Free Cash Flow2               Liquidity 

4.7X          $34MYTD     $162M* 
    * No significant maturities until 2024 

 
Corporate Responsibility 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leadership 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Cincinnati Bell Stock                                            Credit Ratings 
Ticker symbol: CBB                                                                     Moody’s: B2 
Stock exchange listing: NYSE                                                 S&P: B 
Number of shares outstanding: 50,420,700 (as of 10/31/19) 
Free float: 94% 
Market capitalization: $318M (as of 11/22/19) 

 

 

 

 

 
     

   

     
   

 

 

Community 

Cincinnati Bell believes in supporting 
the community in which we serve. 
Along with our company, our 
employees are donors and volunteers 
of various local charities. 

People  

At Cincinnati Bell, we believe in 
the transformative power of 
connectivity, and we believe 
connections are made stronger 
when we embrace the diversity 
in our employees, customers, 
and shareholders. 

Security 

IT infrastructure security is a top priority 
for Cincinnati Bell. Our people have the 

training, expertise, and certifications 
required to provide comprehensive 

protection against downtime and 
cyberattacks. 

Environment 

Fiber is eco-friendlier compared to 
traditional copper wire and coaxial 

cable networks because fiber is 
more energy efficient and requires 
less raw materials. Cincinnati Bell 

Energy's electricity is also 
supplied by 100% wind power. 

  

  



 
 

 

 

Safe Harbor Notes: 
 
This fact sheet may contain “forward-looking” statements, as defined in federal securities laws including the Private 
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, which are based on our current expectations, estimates, forecasts and 
projections. Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about the beliefs, expectations and future plans 
and strategies of the Company, are forward-looking statements. Actual results may differ materially from those expressed 
in any forward-looking statements. The following important factors, among other things, could cause or contribute to 
actual results being materially and adversely different from those described or implied by such forward-looking statements 
including, but not limited to: those discussed in this release; we operate in highly competitive industries, and customers 
may not continue to purchase products or services, which would result in reduced revenue and loss of market share; we 
may be unable to grow our revenues and cash flows despite the initiatives we have implemented; failure to anticipate the 
need for and introduce new products and services or to compete with new technologies may compromise our success in 
the telecommunications industry; our access lines, which generate a significant portion of our cash flows and profits, are   
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decreasing in number and if we continue to experience access line losses similar to the past several years, our revenues, earnings and cash flows from operations may be adversely impacted; our failure to meet 
performance standards under our agreements could result in customers terminating their relationships with us or customers being entitled to receive financial compensation, which would lead to reduced revenues and/or 
increased costs; we generate a substantial portion of our revenue by serving a limited geographic area; a large customer accounts for a significant portion of our revenues and accounts receivable and the loss or significant 
reduction in business from this customer would cause operating revenues to decline and could negatively impact profitability and cash flows; maintaining our telecommunications networks requires significant capital 
expenditures, and our inability or failure to maintain our telecommunications networks could have a material impact on our market share and ability to generate revenue; increases in broadband usage may cause network 
capacity limitations, resulting in service disruptions or reduced capacity for customers; we may be liable for material that content providers distribute on our networks; cyber attacks or other breaches of network or other 
information technology security could have an adverse effect on our business; natural disasters, terrorists acts or acts of war could cause damage to our infrastructure and result in significant disruptions to our operations; 
the regulation of our businesses by federal and state authorities may, among other things, place us at a competitive disadvantage, restrict our ability to price our products and services and threaten our operating licenses; 
we depend on a number of third party providers, and the loss of, or problems with, one or more of these providers may impede our growth or cause us to lose customers; a failure of back-office information technology 
systems could adversely affect our results of operations and financial condition; if we fail to extend or renegotiate our collective bargaining agreements with our labor union when they expire or if our unionized employees 
were to engage in a strike or other work stoppage, our business and operating results could be materially harmed; the loss of any of the senior management team or attrition among key sales associates could adversely 
affect our business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows; our debt could limit our ability to fund operations, raise additional capital, and fulfill our obligations, which, in turn, would have a material adverse 
effect on our businesses and prospects generally; our indebtedness imposes significant restrictions on us; we depend on our loans and credit facilities to provide for our short-term financing requirements in excess of 
amounts generated by operations, and the availability of those funds may be reduced or limited; the servicing of our indebtedness is dependent on our ability to generate cash, which could be impacted by many factors 
beyond our control; we depend on the receipt of dividends or other intercompany transfers from our subsidiaries and investments; the trading price of our common shares may be volatile, and the value of an investment 
in our common shares may decline; the uncertain economic environment, including uncertainty in the U.S. and world securities markets, could impact our business and financial condition; our future cash flows could be 
adversely affected if it is unable to fully realize our deferred tax assets; adverse changes in the value of assets or obligations associated with our employee benefit plans could negatively impact shareowners’ deficit and 
liquidity; third parties may claim that we are infringing upon their intellectual property, and we could suffer significant litigation or licensing expenses or be prevented from selling products; third parties may infringe upon 
our intellectual property, and we may expend significant resources enforcing our rights or suffer competitive injury; we could be subject to a significant amount of litigation, which could require us to pay significant damages 
or settlements; we could incur significant costs resulting from complying with, or potential violations of, environmental, health and human safety laws; the possibility that the expected synergies and value creation from our 
acquisition of Hawaiian Telcom will not be realized or will not be realized within the expected time period; the risk that the businesses of the Company and Hawaiian Telcom and other acquired companies will not be 
integrated successfully; the risk that unexpected costs will be incurred; and the other risks and uncertainties detailed in our filings with the SEC, including our Form 10-K report, Form 10-Q reports and Form 8-K reports. 
 
These forward-looking statements are based on information, plans and estimates as of the date hereof and there may be other factors that may cause our actual results to differ materially from these forward-looking 
statements. We assume no obligation to update the information contained in this release except as required by applicable law.  
 
Use of Non-GAAP Financial Measures  
This fact sheet contains information about adjusted earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (Adjusted EBITDA), Adjusted EBITDA margin, net debt, net income (loss) applicable to common 
shareholders excluding special items and free cash flow. These are non-GAAP financial measures used by Cincinnati Bell management when evaluating results of operations and cash flow. Management believes these 
measures also provide users of the financial statements with additional and useful comparisons of current results of operations and cash flows with past and future periods. Non-GAAP financial measures should not be 
construed as being more important than comparable GAAP measures. Detailed reconciliations of these non-GAAP financial measures to comparable GAAP financial measures are available in the Investor Relations 
section of www.cincinnatibell.com.  
 
1Adjusted EBITDA provides a useful measure of operational performance. The company defines Adjusted EBITDA as GAAP operating income plus depreciation, amortization, stock based compensation, restructuring 
and severance related charges, (gain) loss on sale or disposal of assets, transaction and integration costs, asset impairments, and other special items. Adjusted EBITDA should not be considered as an alternative to 
comparable GAAP measures of profitability and may not be comparable with the measure as defined by other companies. 
 
Adjusted EBITDA margin provides a useful measure of operational performance. The company defines Adjusted EBITDA margin as Adjusted EBITDA divided by revenue. Adjusted EBITDA margin should not be 
considered as an alternative to comparable GAAP measures of profitability and may not be comparable with the measure as defined by other companies. 
 
2Free cash flow provides a useful measure of operational performance, liquidity and financial health. The company defines free cash flow as cash provided by (used in) operating activities, adjusted for restructuring and 
severance related payments, transaction and integration payments, less capital expenditures and preferred stock dividends. Free cash flow should not be considered as an alternative to net income (loss), operating 
income (loss), cash flow from operating activities, or the change in cash on the balance sheet and may not be comparable with free cash flow as defined by other companies.  
 
Net debt provides a useful measure of liquidity and financial health. The company defines net debt as the sum of the face amount of short-term and long-term debt, unamortized premium and/or discount and 
unamortized note issuance costs, offset by cash and cash equivalents.  
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